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eClaims Topics
Claims EDI R3.1 Live!

- Claims EDI R3.1 went live as planned on Monday, January 24, 2022.

- A special thank you to all of you that helped with testing and provided feedback during the development process.

- Trading partner webinars will now be held bimonthly, with the next scheduled for Tuesday, April 19.
Claims EDI R3.1 Updates

Recent Updates

- The Population Restriction for DN0085-064B (Benefit Type Code) requiring a Net Weekly Amount if Benefit Type Code 240 was being reported on a Subsequent Report of Injury – Change in Benefit Amount (SROI-CA) was removed effective February 4, 2022.

- Some trading partners have received incorrect rejections of Other Benefit Type Codes 380-420. This bug has been corrected for future submissions.

Future Updates

- The eClaims team is currently reviewing trading partner feedback provided after the Claims EDI R3.1 implementation.

- The feedback will be reviewed by the project team, and when possible, be incorporated into future Claims EDI R3.1 system updates.

- More information will be shared in a future communication.
Acceptance after Denial

To accept a claim after a FROI-04

- For cases with a date of accident prior to 1/1/2019, you need to submit a FROI-00 with Claim Type Code other than N (Notification Only).
  - If you try to file a FROI-00 with N after your FROI-04, it will be rejected.
- For cases with a date of accident on or after 1/1/2019, you need to submit a FROI-00 with Agreement to Compensate Code of L (With Liability).
  - If you try to file a FROI-00 with W (Without Liability) after your FROI-04, it will be rejected.

To accept a claim after a SROI-04

- A SROI that indicates what event has occurred that shows acceptance or a SROI-02.
- For cases with a date of accident prior to 1/1/2019, you will need to send DN0196 (Date of Rescission).
- For cases with a date of accident on or after 1/1/2019, the Agreement to Compensate Code shows acceptance of a claim.
Monitoring Reminders

- The Board will monitor data transmissions for completeness, validity, and accuracy.
- Trading partners may be sent quality control reports that measure their data quality.
- Trading partners are expected to meet or exceed a 90% accuracy rate for transaction acceptance.
- The Board will automatically monitor the quality of the data received during production from individual trading partners.
- The data quality is determined based upon all error types and the number of rejections over a specified period.
- Trading partner profiles must be kept up to date. The Board must be notified of any changes. If the transmission mode or specifications are changed, re-testing some or all transaction types may be required.
Questions?
GET INVOLVED/STAY INFORMED

Visit the eClaims webpage at wcb.ny.gov for eClaims news, engagement opportunities, and to register for email updates.

For Claims EDI questions, email eClaims@wcb.ny.gov.

Follow the Board on Social Media:
Thank You